ME@CGWeek'21 PC report

- Ellen Gasparovic
- Roland Geraerts
- Philipp Kindermann
- Quentin Mérigot
- Wouter Meulemans
- Valentin Polishchuk
- Don Sheehy

All reviewed all

100% acceptance

Perfect balance between types
- 50% video
- 50% applet

Dates (≅ 2020 ≅ 2019 ≅ ...)
- Feb 17: Abstract and media portfolio submissions due
  [Side pieces: cfp'20 ME'20, cfp'21 (known virtual)]
- Mar 10: Notification of acceptance (some contributions may be conditionally accepted, pending addressing comments)
  [good contact with authors before submission]
- March 18: Final version of abstracts [LIPIcs]
- May 7: Final version of media portfolios

Big Q: small # of submissions (2)
- ME contribution = ticket to CGWeek?
  grants/bosses require presentation/publication
  ticket to GatherTown (= registration) is cheap
  travel funds are largely unused
- Outlier? (Hopefully never collect enough data)